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This regular paper produced by SPICe sets out developments in the UK’s negotiations to leave
the European Union, the process for which has now formally begun following the Prime
Minister’s triggering of Article 50 on 29 March.
The updates will provide information on the UK Government’s approach to leaving the EU,
along with details of the Scottish Government and the other Devolved Administrations
positions. The updates will also provide information on developments within the EU with regard
to the UK’s departure. Finally the update will provide information on the key issues likely to be
at play during the negotiations and in developing the UK’s future relationship with the
European Union.
As was clear during the referendum campaign and since the decision to leave the EU was
taken, there is an abundance of information and analysis available, and this SPICe paper will
try to cover the key issues by drawing on that information and analysis.
This week’s update focusses on the Second Reading of the European Union (Withdrawal) Bill
and publication of the Scottish Government’s Legislative Consent Memorandum for the Bill.
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On Thursday 7 September and Monday 11 September, the House of Commons
debated the Second Reading of the European Union (Withdrawal) Bill. David Davis,
the Secretary of State for Exiting the European Union made the opening statement at
the start of Second Reading. He told the House of Commons:
“Let me start with a brief summary of the Bill, before going on to set out its key
provisions in more depth.
The Bill is designed to provide maximum possible legal certainty and continuity,
whilst restoring control to the UK. It does so in three broad steps.
First, it removes from the statute book the key legislation passed by this Parliament
in 1972 – the European Communities Act.
That Act gave EU law supreme status over law made in this country. It is therefore
right that it be removed from our statute book on the day the UK leaves the EU,
bringing to an end to the supremacy of EU law over laws made here in the UK.
Second, the Bill takes a snapshot of the body of EU law which currently forms part of
the UK legal system, and ensures it will continue to apply in the UK after we leave.
This is to ensure that, wherever possible, the same rules and laws will apply the day
after exit as they did before. Without this step, a large part of our law would fall away
when the European Communities Act is repealed.
But simply preserving EU law is not enough. There will be many areas where the
preserved law does not work as it should.
So, as its third key element, the Bill provides ministers in this Parliament and in the
devolved legislatures, with powers to make statutory instruments to address the
problems that would arise when we leave the EU.
These powers allow ministers to make those changes to ensure the statute book
works on day one. This will be a major, shared undertaking across the UK.
Following this, it will be for UK legislators to pass laws and for UK courts to
adjudicate those laws. Mr Speaker, the Bill enables us to leave the EU in the
smoothest and most orderly way possible.
It is the most significant piece of legislation to be considered by this House for some
time, and it will rightly be scrutinised clause by clause, line by line, on the floor of this
House.”
Hansard provides a record of the debate on Thursday and Monday. Following the
debate, the following amendment, proposed by Labour’s Shadow Secretary of State for
Exiting the EU, Keir Starmer MP was subject to a vote:
‘That this House respects the EU referendum result and recognises that the UK will
leave the EU, believes that insisting on proper scrutiny of this Bill and its proposed
powers is the responsibility of this sovereign Parliament, recognises the need for
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considered and effective legislation to preserve EU-derived rights, protections and
regulations in UK law as the UK leaves the EU but declines to give a Second
Reading to the European Union (Withdrawal) Bill because the Bill fails to protect and
reassert the principle of Parliamentary sovereignty by handing sweeping powers to
Government Ministers allowing them to bypass Parliament on key decisions, without
any meaningful or guaranteed Parliamentary scrutiny, fails to include a presumption
of devolution which would allow effective transfer of devolved competencies coming
back from the EU to the devolved administrations and makes unnecessary and
unjustified alterations to the devolution settlements, fails to provide certainty that
rights and protections will be enforced as effectively in the future as they are at
present, risks weakening human rights protections by failing to transpose the EU
Charter of Fundamental Rights into UK law, provides no mechanism for ensuring that
the UK does not lag behind the EU in workplace protections and environmental
standards in the future and prevents the UK implementing strong transitional
arrangements on the same basic terms we currently enjoy, including remaining
within a customs union and within the Single Market.’
The amendment was defeated by 318 votes to 296 votes. Following the vote on the
amendment, it was put to the House that the Bill should pass its Second Reading. The
vote was passed by 326 votes to 290.
The Bill now moves to the Committee stage where it will be considered by a Committee
of the whole house. Amendments to the Bill will be considered at Committee stage.
The allocated time for considering amendments has also been published with a
guaranteed minimum of 64 hours of parliamentary time over 8 days set aside for
debate.
A list of all the tabled amendments will be published on the Parliament’s relevant Bill
page. At the time of writing, the latest list of proposed amendments were published on
Tuesday 12 September (64 pages).
The Scottish and Welsh Governments Legislative Consent Memorandums
On 12 September, the Scottish and Welsh Governments published Legislative Consent
Memorandums (LCM) for the European Union (Withdrawal) Bill. Both Governments
indicated that at this stage they could not recommend giving consent to the Bill and as
such neither has brought forward a Legislative Consent Motion at this stage.
The Scottish Government’s LCM provides information (at Annex B) on which clauses
the Scottish Government believes are subject to Legislative Consent. This list differs
slightly from the list prepared by the UK Government and included in the Explanatory
Notes to the Bill. The Scottish Government set out the differences between the lists at
paragraph 10 of the LCM:
“Note that Annex A of the UK Government’s Explanatory Notes to the Bill does not
accord precisely to this table: notably the UK Government table does not include
clauses dealing with: the exceptions to saved and incorporated retained EU law,
such as repealing the Charter on Fundamental Rights (Clause 5); the interpretation
of retained EU law (Clause 6); and giving UK Ministers powers to make provision in
areas of devolved competence (Clauses 7 and 9). The Scottish Government
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considers that there is a clear need for legislative consent to these, and the other
additional provisions.”
The Scottish Government wrote that the Welsh Government expressed similar thoughts
about the clauses requiring consent in its LCM.
The Scottish Government’s key concerns with regards to the Withdrawal Bill are set out
in the LCM with a particular concern of the Scottish Government being Clause 11 which
relates to the competences of the Scottish Parliament:
“The Scottish Government cannot recommend to the Parliament that it gives consent
to the Bill as currently drafted. The Scottish Government’s key objections to the Bill
as introduced relate to the provisions on the competence of the Scottish Parliament
and Government (Clause 11 and Schedule 3) and those on powers for UK and
Scottish Ministers to alter domestic law (Clauses 7-9, Clause 10 and Schedule 2).
The Scottish Government also has objections to and observations on other aspects
of the Bill, particularly on the repeal of the Charter of Fundamental Rights (Clause 5).
The Government also shares concerns about the scope of the powers for Ministers
to change primary legislation by secondary legislation, including potentially to alter
the Scotland Act or to affect the rights of EU nationals resident in the UK.”
In terms of Clause 11, the Scottish Government set out its concerns in the LCM stating:
“Clause 11 introduces a new provision that would mean it would be outside the
Parliament‟s competence to modify retained EU law in a way which would not have
been compatible with EU law immediately before withdrawal. In effect, this provision
gives the Westminster Parliament and UK Government the unilateral power to make
decisions in devolved areas previously affected by EU law. The clause also repeals
the current provision in section 29(2)(d) of the Scotland Act 1998, which requires the
Parliament to legislate compatibly with EU law. Analogous provisions are made in
Schedule 3 to constrain the powers of the Scottish Government.
It is common ground that, in the absence of a provision such as that in the Bill, on
withdrawal from the EU the devolved legislatures would be able to exercise their
current devolved legislative competence without the current requirement to act
compatibly with EU law. The Bill proposes a new legal constraint on the
competences of the devolved institutions. This new legislative constraint cuts across
the well-established and understood scheme of legislative competence, based on
reserved areas, set out in the Scotland Act. It would give the UK Parliament and the
UK Government power to legislate in relation to policy areas which are the
responsibility of the Scottish Parliament and the Scottish Government. It is a
constraint which is no longer based (as the current limit by reference to EU law is
based) on the need to respect international obligations or the status of the UK as a
member of the EU and is therefore entirely a matter of internal domestic law.
The Scottish Government rejects in principle the proposition that devolved
competence should be constrained in this way on withdrawal from the EU. Policy
responsibility and expertise for matters within devolved competence lie with the
Scottish Government, accountable to the Scottish Parliament. The Scottish
Government believes that on withdrawal the Scottish Parliament should be in exactly
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the same position as the Westminster Parliament: able to act within its area of
competence in the way it sees fit. The Scottish Government does not accept that the
Scottish Parliament and Government, and the other devolved legislatures and
executives, should, for an indeterminate period following withdrawal, have their
competence defined as if it were the day before the UK withdrew from the EU.”
The Scottish Government’s other major concern set out in the LCM is the provision in
Clauses 7 and 10 which give powers to UK and Scottish Ministers to amend retained
EU legislation. Whilst Clause 7 gives UK Ministers full powers to amend all retained EU
law, Clause 10 alongside Schedule 2 gives Scottish Ministers the power to amend only
EU derived domestic legislation, with no power to amend retained EU legislation which
is derived from directly applicable EU Regulations, even where those Regulations relate
to devolved competences:
“By contrast, the corresponding powers for devolved Ministers provided in clause
10 and Schedule 2 extend only to correcting EU law that has been given effect by
domestic legislative procedures (and saved under Clause 2 of the Bill). Directly
effective EU legislation (such as EU Regulations; incorporated under Clause 3 of
the Bill) and other EU law derived rights (saved under Clause 4 of the Bill) can be
amended only by a UK Minister even if the subject matter falls clearly within
devolved competence. There is no provision for Scottish Ministers or the Scottish
Parliament to have any role in relation to such legislation The powers of devolved
Ministers are also qualified in other ways, for example they cannot “act
inconsistently” with UK Ministers‟ regulations on direct EU legislation, and need to
seek consent from UK Ministers in certain circumstances (set out in paragraphs 3
– 6 of Schedule 2).”
A Scottish Government news release issued after the Minister for UK Negotiations on
Scotland's Place in Europe, Michael Russell had spoken in the Scottish Parliament
outlined the Scottish Government’s key concerns with the Withdrawal Bill. It also
included comments from Michael Russell:
“The EU (Withdrawal) Bill appears to represent a deliberate decision by the UK
Government to use the process of Brexit as cover for taking powers in areas of
policy which are clearly within the responsibility of this Parliament.
“In areas of Scottish devolved responsibility vital to the success of our country,
such as agriculture, the environment, fisheries, forestry, research, or justice
cooperation, the Scottish Parliament will have no say over what comes back from
the EU on withdrawal or what is done with these important policy areas
afterwards.
“It is not a logical, or essential, part of any Withdrawal Bill that new limitations are
placed on the Scottish Parliament’s powers, on the National Assembly for Wales’s
powers, or on the powers of the Northern Ireland Assembly.”
SPICe has published The European Union (Withdrawal) Bill: Implications for Scotland
which examines the proposals in the Bill focussing on those which relate to the role and
powers of the Scottish Parliament and Scottish Government.
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Writing for the Centre on Constitutional Change blog at Edinburgh University, Professor
Nicola McEwen has analysed The EU Withdrawal Bill, the devolved institutions and
legislative consent. With both the Scottish and Welsh Government indicating they
cannot give consent to the Withdrawal Bill in its current form, Professor McEwen looks
at what might happen next in terms of trying to change the Bill and suggests three
possibilities:
1. Try to influence the content of the Bill through direct discussions and cooperation
with the UK Government, relying on persuasion and soft power diplomacy.
2. Seek to amend the bill directly during the Committee stage, working with allies in
the Westminster parliament.
3. Via the devolved legislatures. Under the Sewel Convention, the UK parliament
will not normally legislate on devolved matters,

On 12 September, the UK Government published Foreign policy, defence and
development: a future partnership paper. According to the UK Government:
“The UK’s commitment to European security will remain steadfast, and we will
seek to agree new arrangements that enable us to sustain close UK-EU
cooperation that will allow us to tackle our shared threats.
The UK therefore envisages cooperation on external action to be central to our
future partnership, complementing broader national security and law enforcement
collaboration to tackle complex, multi-faceted threats.
The UK remains committed to working with and alongside the EU and third
countries by contributing our policy tools and expertise, defence and security
capabilities, global networks and influence, and development spend to support
peace and security.”
The UK Government also published a news release alongside the future partnership
paper. The news release stated:
“The UK Government has offered to contribute military assets to EU operations,
cooperate on sanctions and agree joint positions on foreign policy as part of a
deep security partnership with the EU after Brexit.
In a renewed demonstration of the UK’s commitment to European security, the
latest future partnership paper signals the Government’s willingness to partner
with the EU in the face of ever-growing global threats.
It makes clear the UK will seek to use our assets, capabilities and influence to
combat the shared challenges facing the continent —- including illegal migration,
terrorism, cyber and state-based threats and amounts to a security partnership
‘that is deeper than any other third country and that reflects our shared interest’.
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There is a significant amount of collaboration between the UK and EU on defence,
security and development.
The paper lays out how Britain will want to build a new partnership with the EU
that goes beyond existing third country arrangements, and reflects our shared
interests and values of upholding democracy and protecting peace across Europe
and the world.”

It has been announced that the next round of Article 50 negotiations have been delayed
by a week. The negotiations which were due to take place during the week of 18
September will now take place during the week of 25 September.
According to a Department for Exiting the European Union spokesperson quoted by the
BBC:
"The UK and the European Commission have today jointly agreed to start the
fourth round of negotiations on September 25,"
"Both sides settled on the date after discussions between senior officials in
recognition that more time for consultation would give negotiators the flexibility to
make progress in the September round."
The delay in negotiations has fuelled speculation that the Prime Minister will make a
key Brexit related speech around 21 September. The UK Government has yet to
confirm whether such a speech will be made, however, Reuters has reported that EU
officials expect the Prime Minister to set out details of the kind of transition the UK will
seek once it leaves the EU.
“Rather, some EU officials expect May to speak in more detail later this month on
the transition. She may explain to impatient Brexit supporters that Britain may
remain inside some EU structures - and pay Brussels for the privilege - for some
years to avoid a “cliff-edge” disruption to trade and business.”

On 7 September, Michael Russell, the Scottish Government’s Minister for UK
Negotiations on Scotland’s Place in Europe gave evidence to the Culture, Tourism,
Europe and External Relations Committee.
In his evidence, the Minister talked about the level of consultation and discussion with
the UK Government over the Brexit process. Michael Russell told the Committee:
“I have been briefed on each round of talks, but not beforehand. People have not
said, “What does the Scottish Government think about this?” In the first round, I
had a conversation with Sir Tim Barrow the night after the talks, as I was in
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Brussels. I received information about them. In the second round, David Davis
rang me during the week—indeed, I spoke to him on Monday this week. He spoke
to me about what had taken place.
It is fair to characterise what has happened since the election on 8 June as
follows: there have been more bilateral discussions, but there has been
substantially less—in fact, no—consultation. Information has been given about the
UK Government’s view of what happened in the talks, but there is nothing else.
There is no chance to discuss things beforehand or to look at agendas. That is a
very long way from the proposal that we and the Welsh made at the start of the
talks that a JMC process should be built into the four-weekly talks cycle. We
proposed then that there should be a meeting during the four-weekly talks cycle in
which discussion about key issues could take place.”
He also highlighted the letter he wrote to the Secretary of State for Exiting the EU to
express disappointment that neither the Scottish Government or the Scottish
Parliament’s views had been taken into consideration in the development of the UK
Government’s position papers (details of the letter were discussed in last week’s
update). On this issue, the Minister told the Committee:
“I do not want to complicate things unnecessarily, but there is also the issue of the
papers that the UK Government publishes. It has now published 16 papers. Those
papers are meant to inform the talks process. Some of them deal with areas of
devolved competence. For example, yesterday’s paper on science and technology
is largely about areas of devolved competence, as is the paper on civil jurisdiction.
There is a criminal jurisdiction paper. There has been no consultation at all about
those papers. We are sometimes told around 24 or 48 hours before the papers
appear that they will appear, and we see an embargoed copy. There is not even
the ability to dot an i or cross a t. It is intolerable—I used that word in my letter to
David Davis—that areas of devolved competence are being discussed and put on
the table in the negotiations without even the courtesy of a consultation with the
devolved Administrations. That is simply wrong, and my letter says in fairly stark
language that it cannot continue.”
The Minister also gave his view on the progress of the Article 50 Withdrawal Agreement
Negotiations:
“Clearly, we do not want to make a bad situation worse, so we have been very
restrained in what we have said about the financial settlement. From what I can
see and hear on both sides, there is a complete mismatch in the understanding of
what obligations there are. The UK Government seems to accept implicitly moral
and political obligations but not legal obligations; the EU is saying that there are
legal obligations that have to take precedence over everything else.
It is clear that both sides see the financial settlement as a lever. The UK
Government sees it as leverage for getting a framework in place for the future
relationship, while the EU 27 want to ensure that it is used to get maximum
leverage for future negotiation. That is what happens in a negotiation. The issue
will have to be resolved. I suspect that one of the problems in resolving it is the
noises off. In particular—not wishing to make too political a point for Rachael
Hamilton—the fact that the Tory party conference is looming and a number of
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people will be unhappy that any payments are made will clearly affect what takes
place.
The key issue is what article 50 actually says. It deals with the exit and the
framework. We could interpret that as saying that those are simultaneous, but it is
important that we recognise that, at the start of the negotiations, an agreement
was reached between the UK and the EU 27 that the exit negotiations would move
forward and that the framework negotiations would kick in once progress had
been made with the exit negotiations. That was not imposed; it was agreed, so it is
perhaps churlish to complain about it now. It would be best just to try to conclude
the financial negotiations as soon as possible. If the UK and the EU 27 are not
able to do so, that will colour everything else.
You might have heard Van Rompuy on Radio 4 this morning; it is worth hearing
the item if you did not. As a former president of the Commission, he is saying that
he does not think that there is any chance of progress being made in October—he
thinks that it will take longer than that. He is also talking about finance being the
sticking point. I met him some months ago in Brussels. He is clearly a wise and
experienced head on what is happening in Europe, and there is a view that
progress has stalled.
Progress should be made. We do not want the UK to leave the EU and we do not
want to leave the EU, but it is better for there to be clarity in the process than lack
of clarity. Therefore, we have been urging both sides to come to a conclusion. We
will know a bit more today about the EU position, not necessarily on finance but on
the issues on which a set of papers is due to be published after the Barnier press
conference. The committee will hear about that when it is in Brussels next week.
Some of those papers might clarify matters, but even if, for example, the paper
that the EU publishes today on Northern Ireland takes things forward, the financial
position will require wise heads on both sides and a compromise.”

On Monday 11 September, the Scottish Parliament’s Culture, Tourism, Europe and
External Relations Committee met with the European Commission’s Chief Negotiator
on Brexit, Michel Barnier.
The news release published following the meeting quoted the Committee Convener
Joan McAlpine:
"Our committee had a wide ranging and constructive meeting with the EU's chief
negotiator, Michel Barnier.
"The Committee presented Mr Barnier with reports from their long-running inquiry
into the consequences of Brexit for Scotland and raised their concerns about the
consequences of leaving the single market and the impact on key Scottish sectors
such as agriculture, fisheries, higher education and exporting industries. We also
highlighted our concerns about the future of EU citizens living in Scotland.
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"Mr Barnier said he was pleased that the Committee had taken the initiative to
come and see him and he respected our role as representatives of the citizens of
Scotland."
The Committee’s Deputy Convener, Lewis Macdonald said:
"We had a very constructive discussion with M. Barnier covering the withdrawal
agreement, long-term relationships and the transitional period.
“It is clear that there is plenty of scope for discussions of any proposals the UK
government might make about remaining in the single market and customs union
for a transitional period after March 2019.”

On 13 September, the European Commission President, Jean-Claude Juncker
delivered his annual State of the Union speech.
The Commission President made little mention of Brexit in a speech which laid out his
view for a more integrated EU of 27 members. In his only reference to Brexit, JeanClaude Juncker said:
“On 29 March 2019, the United Kingdom will leave the European Union. This will
be a very sad and tragic moment. We will always regret it. But we have to respect
the will of the British people.
On 30 March 2019, we will be a Union of 27. I suggest that we prepare for this
moment well, amongst the 27 and within the EU institutions.
European Parliament elections will take place just a few weeks later, in May 2019.
Europeans have a date with democracy. They need to go to the polls with a clear
understanding of how the European Union will develop over the years to come.”

